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FROM THE
OFFICE
Jan 2011
Another year is in the books. 2010, the start of a new decade, has proved to be fruitful in MCIEAST. It has produced another bumper crop of air traffic controllers. Throughout the past year, MCIEAST and Marine ATC as a
whole have seen a number of changes. Some have been small, like the change in OJTI requirements; and some
have been enormous, like MSgt Philipps replacing MGySgt Costello. Good or bad, for any organization to progress change is needed.
This year will also see change. Some of which was initiated this past year, and some has yet to be realized. The
new T&R Manual is expected to be signed this year. It has been a long endeavor that began in July, 2009.
MAWTS-1 has completed their final review and is expected to forward it to TECOM by late January. From there it
will be released to the fleet for final review. TECOM has a number of other T&R manuals to work through, so it
will be two or three months before ATC‟s hit the streets. The T&R manual itself should not induce much change.
Many facilities have been working from the draft for a year now anyway. What will happen is the implementation of M-SHARP. At present, limited information is being tracked. Following the signing of the T&R Manual, MSHARP will be fully utilized which will bring about an entirely new set of issues.
Another carry over change is the simulator policy. 2010 saw the mandate to use simulation during the training
process. As the flying community moves towards the use of simulators as a greater portion of their training,
ATC must follow. Fewer and fewer actual flight hours will be logged. As a result ATC will have fewer and fewer
aircraft to control. In order for ATC to maintain its high standards simulation will need to become a greater part
of training. Expect to see changes made to the simulator policy this year placing more emphasis on simulated
training.
Other changes still in the works include changing the MARADMIN requirement of having to obtain the 7257 MOS
in 9 months to 12 months, and changing total training hours to total training months. The MARADMIN change
process is proving to be a greater hurdle than originally expected due to bureaucratic routing issues. This
change may be seen in the NATOPS and MOS manual vice an updated MARADMIN. Last reports on the TTH to
TTM change indicate that CNO has no objections to the change, and a message will be released affecting the
change.
2011 will also see a large turnover in the staff of MCIEAST Aviation Plans and Policy. The Director, Col. Stenger,
is currently on PTAD until he begins terminal leave in February. LtCol Herbert, the ATC T&R Officer, will be retiring this summer. And GySgt Mediate, the TERPS Specialist, is expected to PCS to the fleet this spring. During
their tenure MCIEAST has led the way in Marine ATC. Their support will be missed.
Arnold Bennett stated, “any change, even a change for the better, is always accompanied by drawbacks and discomforts.” In order to reduce the resistance and increase the probability of success, it is important to involve
those affected by the change. Keep your Marines informed and involved of the upcoming changes, and provide
feedback to insure the correct changes are implemented.

MSgt Philipps
MCIEAST ATC T&R SNCOIC
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WORD FROM THE RAC
20Ordinance_text_07202009.pdf

WHAT IS A FLIGHT PATH OVERLAY DISTRICT
(FPOD)?
The 2005 Base Realignment Commission Report issued this
order; ―Realign Naval Air Station Oceana, Virginia by relocating the East Coast Master Jet Base to Cecil Field, FL, if the
Commonwealth of Virginia and the municipal governments of
Virginia Beach, VA, and Chesapeake, Virginia, fail to enact
and enforce legislation to prevent further encroachment of
Naval Air Station Oceana by the end of March 2006…‖
Across the nation, communities began assessing the risk that
incompatible development could have on valued partners.

Looking inward, Air Station Master Planning Boards have
responded well to CG policy guidance for managing development on installations. To help with these chores, on base
FPODs are under construction in parts of MCIEAST. To
what end?

Ask a DoD facility planner to show you base wetlands or an
RCW woodpecker protected area on a map. They’ll have exact mapping details. More importantly, they’ll know what
can and can’t be built nearby. In a like manner, an on base
FPOD would display AICUZ, APZ, airport imaginary and
With assistance from MCB Camp Lejeune and MCAS New
TERPS surfaces, range and training area footprints on a comRiver in 2007, Onslow County adopted a FPOD to help susmonly used rendering. These will go a long way to help plan
tain military air operations. The external (outside base bound- and manage growth while sustaining operations.
ary) results have been remarkable. No incompatible land use
off base has threatened MCB or MCAS since the FPOD was If natural resources can be protected on base, it seems reasonadopted. View at this link on pages 21-22:
able to identify and protect essential air and ground assets too.
We watch with great anticipation to see training and operahttp://www.onslowcountync.gov/uploadedFiles/
tions’ areas mapped and shared with facility planners for long
Planning_and_Development/Land_Use/Zoning%
term sustainability. Mutual support is required.

NEWS FROM THE NAALS
WELCOME ABOARD:
Beaufort
LCpl Crook
LCpl Francesconi
New River
Cpl Cotton
LCpl Maloy
Quantico
LCpl Kim
LCpl McMillion
LCpl Stricker

Cpl Lee
Quantico
SSgt Zoza
NAALS MCIEAST:
The development of the ATC Maintenance Order is
nearing finalization and is expected to be released early 2011.
The Review of input and appendices continue via monthly
ATCM TELCONs.
Upcoming conference: 2011 Supportability Review 7
-10 February at the OMNI hotel in San Diego CA. NAALS
equipment sustainability issues have been solicited and submitted to the Program Office PMA-213.

FAREWELL
Beaufort
Sgt Willis

Continued on next page...
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NEWS FROM THE NAALS
Continued from previous page…
MCAS Beaufort:
Upcoming Planned equipment upgrades:
Next Generation ECS/DALR (17 Jan—4 Feb 2011)
PAR Technology Refresh (14 - 18 Jan 2011)
MCAS Quantico:
Air Traffic Control Maintenance has welcomed three
new additions to the division since the last newsletter. LCpls
Kim, McMillion, and Stricker have joined us to further the
ATC systems maintenance effort. Since we have welcomed
the three new additions we must sadly bid a fine farewell to
SSgt Ashley Zoza who executes PCS orders to Okinawa, Japan after nearly four years of dedicated service to the com-

mand. For his superior performance of his duties, SSgt Zoza
was awarded the Navy and Marine Corps Commendation
Medal. Job well done Marine, and good luck in all future endeavors. Also recognized for his outstanding performance of
his duties is Cpl Barker who is being nominated as the MCAS
Quantico representative for the 2010 Technician of the Year.
We also wish him a ―good luck‖ during the award’s selection
process.
MCAS Cherry Point:
ASOS Ceilometer upgrades have been completed to
all four ASOS during the month of December 2010. Radar
will be installing the replacement antenna gear reducer assemblies on the DASR on 17 January 2011.

New River Radar Room Upgrade
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MCAS CHERRY POINT

Arrivals
GySgt Hearn
Sgt Lewis
LCpl Bravo
LCpl Rockstroh
PFC Cunningham
PFC David
PFC Moore
PFC Rapheal
PFC Smith
Departures
GySgt Zuniga
Sgt Ball
Sgt Fuantleroy
Sgt Greenfield
Sgt Harrell
Sgt Lambert
Sgt Santacruz
Sgt Regier
Sgt Ruiz
Cpl Dayse
Cpl Diamond
Cpl Fisher
Cpl Smith
Cpl Walters
LCpl Plumlee
Ms. Carolyn Oxley
New MOS’s
GySgt Fistler -7253/54
GySgt Meyer –7252
Sgt Greenfield 7252
Sgt Ruiz -7252
Sgt Santacruz -7253/54
Cpl Diamond -7253/54
Cpl Greece -7252
Cpl Smith -7252
LCpl Brooks 7257
LCpl Clift -7257
LCpl Eads 7257
LCpl Morgan 7257
LCpl Plumlee 7257
LCpl Syfert -7254
LCpl Thackrey -7257

During the last quarter, the Facility welcomed new Marines controllers while
wishing fair winds and following seas to those listed above. The facility lost an
enormous amount of ATC knowledge and skill sets to the Fleet Marine Force.
The Marines and civilians who served at Cherry Point added to the strong legacy of a training hub and facility known for providing outstanding service to 2d
MAW and the flying community. They will be missed.
The facility watched its number of qualified controllers dwindle as Marines
controllers executed PCS and PCA orders to support 1 st, 2nd, and 3rd Marine
Aircraft Wings. The facility produced two hundred and forty qualifications for
the calendar year.
The Cherry Point ATC Marines conducted a Mess Night on October 16, 2010.
Additionally, Marines from the facility participated in the Marine Corps Ball
and wrapped up the holiday season by returning to work to conduct Back in the
Saddle training.
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MCAS NEW RIVER

Arrivals
Sgt Coronado
Sgt Newlin
Sgt Sattler
Cpl Abreu
Cpl Dube
LCpl Cardoza
LCpl Vasquez
PFC Bryan
PFC Gillespie
PFC Miguel
PFC Parson
Mr. Farrow
Mr. Tennyson
Departures
Sgt Armstrong
Sgt Markmann
SSgt Riley
Sgt Walthall
Cpl Fortney
Cpl Lewis
Cpl Marazzito
Cpl Moore
Cpl Stewart
New MOS’s
Sgt Yearwood -7252
Sgt Walthall -7253
LCpl Bolanger -7257

Team New River started the quarter with a plethora of inbound personnel from
overseas, the school house, and the departure of several controllers to support the upcoming deployment of MACS-2 ATC Det B.
New River continues to support the FMF Wing units by training station controllers and providing able controllers to the MACS Squadrons to deploy in support of
continuing operations. The AT COACH system is up and running well and we have
been implementing training scenarios to assist in our development of Final Controllers
and Arrival Controllers. The fruits of our labors will be several 7253 Qualifications in
the coming months.
Cpl Petko completed ARATC School at Pensacola in October 2010 and we
welcome the addition of our final 2152 series controllers Mr. Farrow from Kaneohe
Bay HI, along with Mr. Tennyson, both of whom will provide veteran knowledge and
experience to assist New River ATC in producing quality controllers for the future.
We wish Cpl Fortney fond farewell as he PCS’d to MCAS Iwakuni during
Dec and will be saying good bye to our Radar Chief SSgt Fishburne in the coming new
year as he moves on to support MACS-1 with their coming deployment in the Spring of
2011. To our controllers in arms we sent to MACS-2 Det B we wish them a safe deployment and look forward to their return back to the station as FAPS later in the year.
Now that the holiday season is behind us we will continue to march forward
smartly as we look forward to a productive 2011 with a goal of exceeding last year’s
qualification numbers and an increase to our 54,000 plus air traffic operations we had in
2010.
Semper Fi!
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MCAF QUANTICO

Arrivals
MSgt Draffen
LCpl Wigington
PFC Vergera
Departures
SSgt Bookal
SSgt Hicks
SSgt Scott
Cpl Baltes
LCpl Moules
New MOS’s
Sgt Perry 7257
Cpl Pugh -7252
LCpl Moules -7253

MCAF Quantico had a successful and productive quarter of ATC training and a happy holiday season with many of the Marines able to
travel and see their families. We welcomed new Marines to the command while giving deserving farewells to others as they transferred
to other commands or left active service.
MSgt Draffen, after closing up shop at NAVFIG (the little office with
large responsibilities), will be here until the spring or summer and
now serves as the Assistant ATC Facility Officer. His wealth of
knowledge will assist our continual efforts toward a successful NATOPS evaluation later in the year.
SSgt Valentin assumed the role of Tower Branch Chief and we look
forward to the same continued refinement of everything we do from
a tower perspective.
Sgt Perry obtained his initial qualifications on Radar Final Control and
Radar Data earning the 7257 MOS while Cpl Pugh qualified as a FAA
Control Tower Operator (7252) and LCpl Moules qualified as a Radar
Arrival Controller (7253). Sgt Hassell successfully completed the Advanced ATC Radar Course at NAS Pensacola, FL and started his training in earnest.
The Marines of MCAF ATC participate in the command‟s intramural
bowling team and await the spring for golf and softball.
Until next time, Happy New Year!
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MCAS BEAUFORT

Arrivals
Cpl Canty
PFC Juarez
PFC Rideout
PFC Roby
PVT Marquez
Departures
GySgt Hearn
Sgt Flowers
Sgt Goss
Sgt Rolleta
Sgt Weigand
Cpl Busskohl
Cpl Farrell
Cpl Lasky
Cpl Rush
Cpl Silva
Cpl Sova
Cpl Walker
LCpl Hayes
PVT Pugliese
New MOS’s
GySgt Alexander -7253
Sgt Coyle -7252
Sgt Flowers -7252
Sgt Raiche -7252
Cpl Hutson -7252
LCpl Bovo - 7257
LCpl Emmert -7257
LCpl Head -7257
LCpl Irazzary -7257

What a year 2010 has been at MCAS Beaufort, it truly was a fun and exciting
year. Before we begin, I hope the Holiday season was good for you as it was
for us. From the Beaufort Family, I would like to wish each and every one of
you a Happy New Year.
I‟m happy to report that the Beaufort team has seen a few positives this past
year. Beaufort has seen a 128% increase in position certifications from the
previous year. In all we issued 144 certifications, which not only allowed us
to continue and sustain MCAS Beaufort air operations but allowed us to contribute 33 new MOS‟s to our community. Not only did we see positive numbers in position certifications, we saw a 70% decrease in MOS attrition and
100% decrease in hazard reports from 2009. Way to go Team, 2011 New
Year will most definitely have big shoes to fill.
As we head into the New Year we will bid farewell to the Marines of MACS-2‟s
ATC Detachments as they prepare to deploy to Operation Enduring Freedom,
we wish them the best of luck and a safe return, “Knock „Em Dead!”. We‟d
also like to bid “Farewell and Following Seas” to 14 Marines who have either
PCS‟d or EAS‟d this past quarter. As they embarked on a new journey and
chapter in their lives, we thank them for their Honorable and Faithful service
to our Country and Corps, the best of luck to them. Lets‟ not forget our new
joins! Lets‟ not forget our new comers, we welcome aboard ------------Cpl
Canty, PFC Rideout, PFC Roby, PFC Juarez, and PVT Marquez, we‟re looking
forward to their team contribution.

MCAS Beaufort ATC Team
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A HISTORICAL PERSPECTIVE
The following article was submitted by Joeseph G. Hendrickson, TSS MCAS Cherry Point. It is intended to share a success
story in regards to training that has spanned roughly 16 years of dedicated efforts. Future similar articles from our facilities
are encouraged. For Cherry Point ATC; well done and keep training!

I first arrived on the scene at MCAS Cherry Point in
August 1993, unaware that I was in the middle of what
would become known as the dark ages. The post Desert
Storm adjustments of personnel had caused an unusual
influx of ATC students in 1992 and 1993 (58 total) with
all of them assigned to tower only or radar only MOS
tracks.
In early 1994, I was assigned as the Training Officer
and began applying my computer nerd skills to analyzing what was influencing an apparent lack of sustained
training throughout the facility. In contrast to the 58
trainees that were already onboard, only 8 would check
in during 1994, with 3 of them unable to qualify. Several issues were looked at prior to the 1995 ATC conference with student flow and standardized data tracking
being my main concern.
Major Muhlenberg concluded at the end of the conference that the only help we could hope to receive
would have to come from within. It would take several
pages to explain all of the changes Cherry Point imposed but we had to start from scratch. We rewrote and
improved everything we had plus invented new tools
that would improve a proposed ATC training program.
It took roughly three years to prepare the necessary documents, forms and databases. In the mean time, we
were still qualifying Marines at a lethargic rate of 60
positions per year.
Major Muhlenberg left the facility in June 1997 and
although her replacement, Major Smith, would formally
kickoff the new program on 11 May 98, he was transferred two weeks later. Major McCray would take the
helm for the first three years of our experiment. Position qualifications during 1997 and 1998 averaged 130
but only because of the increase of civilian trainees.
Marine qualifications remained at around the 60 mark.
If we had set a goal of 120 Marine position qualifications for 1999 it would have been perceived as overly
optimistic, but as the instructor base solidified and the
empowerment of branch chiefs and facility watch super-
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visors took hold, Marine training followed. At year’s
end we completed 172 Marine position qualifications,
nearly triple the normal. The dark ages had ended. At
this point, I concluded that Cherry Point should be able
to consistently produce 180 qualifications per year given
an equally consistent controller population and student
flow.
Student flow, traffic, deployments, and retention had
been anything but consistent but on 10 May 08 we completed the first 10 years of our experiment and had 1,811
qualifications to show for it. For you mathematically
challenged, that is 181 qualifications per year or one
qualification every other day for 10 years.
Near the end of 2008, we received an equipment upgrade which enhanced our access to information as well
as introducing a radar simulator called AT Coach. Almost overnight, the potential of this device was being
realized for its realistic simulation capabilities. We had
struggled with the Improved Precision Approach Radar
Trainer (IPART) since 2006 with no significant improvement in Radar Final Control training so we welcomed the AT Coach as a true simulator.
Simulation training up through 2008 averaged about
620 hours per year with OJT averaging 11,000 hours.
During 2009 and 2010, our simulator usage increased to
more than 2,300 hours or nearly 400%. OJT hours remained at 11,000 hours but combined with simulation
put us over the 13,000 hour mark two years in row.
More astonishingly, we reached the 240 mark on position qualifications two years in a row. Our previous record for one year was 228 in 2006. I could say that this is
just a fluke but that’s what I thought 10 years ago when
we surpassed 180. Don’t be surprised when we add another 60 qualifications per year.
Since the experiment began:
Position qualifications – 2,402
OJT hours – 139,731
Simulation hours – 11,515
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TRAINING AND STATISICS
Qualifications Initial/Subsequent
LC

FD

GC

AC

AR

RD

FC

NKT

13/4

15/4

21/6

18/9

5/3

22/6

26/1

NBC

6/11

24/20

24/19

2/1

8/2

18/8

13/8

NCA

6/5

8/9

13/9

N/A

6/4

11/7

13/7

NYG

5/2

13/4

7/4

N/A

4/3

9/3

4/2

Total

52

97

103

23

35

84

74

Revocation by Facility Year to Date
NCA

NBC

NKT

NYG

3

3

2

4

Total

Tower Simulator Usage

Total

NCA

NBC

NKT

NYG

672.00

735.50

481.31

641.50

AT Coach Usage

Total

NCA

NBC

NKT

NYG

174

1545.65

1446.49

NA
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JAN 30th

Marine ATC/Tech of the Year packages due
Air Activity Report due to CNO

FEB 7th—11th

SIPT/NARG San Diego

MAR 30th

MCIEAST ATC Summit, Camp Lejeune

APR 11th—16th VV/VM ATC Leadership Conference

Myrtle Beach
MAY 17th

VV/VM ATC Symposium, SD CA.

MAY—JUL 11

New River NATOPS Evaluation

JUL—SEP 11

Quantico NATOPS Evaluation

“An untrained or uneducated Marine deployed to the combat zone is a bigger threat to mission accomplishment than the enemy”
General Mattis
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